Proposal Guidelines

The book series *Contradiction Studies* aims at publishing original theoretical perspectives on and methodological approaches to phenomena and concepts of contradiction. Due to our publishing agreement with Springer VS, we are able to offer global distribution, quality design, and efficient production as well as copyediting of your manuscript free of cost.

We look forward to considering your proposal for publication in our series. Please provide the following information (approx. 2000 words):

- Abstract (3-4 paragraphs outlining the rationale behind your publication)
- Indication of category (single authored or edited book, book based on a PhD thesis)
- Indication of language (German or English)
- Table of contents (at-a-glance; provide contributors’ names where appropriate)
- Chapter abstracts (if you have sample chapters prepared, please send them as this will ease our task of evaluation)
- Market and competition (please indicate the audiences and discuss the main related books)
- Length and schedule (including number of tables, diagrams, or illustrations)
- Short CV and contact details

---

1 English manuscripts will be copy-edited (level 2). While the copy-editor makes sure that the manuscript is complete, that the requested style has been followed, and that spelling or punctuation errors have been deleted, language-editing is the authors’ responsibility. Therefore, manuscripts have to be edited by a professional translation service before they can be published.

2 In some cases, e.g. for books that require a special layout, Springer VS may charge a fee.